4 1 We have a Michelin-starred restaurant ...
2     ... all of which are from the locality.
3 Would you enjoy having a relaxing swim or sauna?
4     ... which has a fully-equipped gymnasium ...
5 We have several fully-qualified nannies ...
6 Our nannies do this service ...
7     ... which has a large number of salmon, trout and
8     ... as they have been the location for many movies.

UNIT 20
1 1 houses 2 are trying out 3 display
4 are currently showing 5 come 6 brings
7 'are always complaining 8 provides
9 'm hearing 10 are becoming
2 1 Do you believe 2 examines
3 is generally getting 4 discovers
5 is continually raining 6 are happening
7 becomes 8 doesn't purport 9 resolve
10 is slowly freezing 11 are continually struggling
12 is currently showing
3 1 A is opening, B opens
2 A arrive, B are just arriving
3 A usually stay, B is staying
4 are generally rising, B rise
5 A often contradicts, B is always contradicting
4 SARAH Welcome to the programme. This afternoon I'm standing
I'm standing in the middle of the northern Black
Forest, Germany, with Rainer Sanger, from
Friends of the Forest, a pressure group which
is representing, represents, people worried
about the natural habitat in Europe. Rainer,
you're very concerned about this area of the
forest. Can you tell us why?
RAINER Yes. Much of the forest was wiped out in
the storms last winter, as you can see. Many
of the trees are dead, and more are dying
because of the irreversible damage. We at
Friends of the Forest believe that the
authorities don't do aren't doing enough
right now to restore this beautiful forest to
its former state.
SARAH But they're clearing the dead trees
away today. I saw some men on the way
here ...
RAINER Of course, but they're doing it
every day. It's the normal procedure. We need
more trees now, but they aren't planting any.
SARAH I see. But you have approached the
authorities about this, I understand.
RAINER We have tried but they're always making
excuses - usually to do with money. It's getting
more and more frustrating all the time! Each time, they're telling us
that they haven't got enough money to
restore the forest as quickly as we'd like.
SARAH But it's not just an excuse, is it? They clearly
don't have enough money for everything,
and the current situation is quite
extraordinary.

RAINER Of course, we appreciate that; and the point
is that actually, we don't and aren't asking
for much money. We would just like their
guidance - we have plenty of volunteers ...

UNIT 21
1 1 D 2 G 3 J 4 E 5 B
6 H 7 A 8 C 9 I 10 F
2 1 was 2 allowed 3 was 4 use to allow/allow
5 would used to 6 was earning
7 was used to be 8 would always/always used to
9 we'd go 10 was 11 were used to be
12 would always/always used to 13 were queuing
14 was 15 used to get 16 used to
3 1 was standing, saw 2 was blowing, set off
3 felt/ was feeling, collapsed, pressed, settled down
4 spent, were cooking 5 were living, hit
6 soared, announced 7 started, were studying
8 was leaving, decided 9 took, managed
10 ran into, mentioned
4 1 used to be 2 ✓ 3 would be were
4 while when 5 expected was expecting
6 ✓ 7 didn't use to being didn't use (used) to be
8 were coming came
9 wasn't used to having didn't use (used) to have
10 ✓
11 Would your mother work? Did your mother use
(used) to work
12 ✓

UNIT 22
1 1 A 2 B 3 A 4 B 5 A 6 B 7 B 8 B
2 1 turned 2 had queued 3 had taken
4 had conquered 5 had eaten
6 had been practising 7 had hooked
8 had been working 9 had hoped
10 had been suffering
3 1 had 2 had been doing had done 3 began
4 had already appeared 5 was studying
6 had been performing 7 accepted 8 did
9 had been competing 10 had been
11 had been 12 continued 13 was promoting
14 had recently directed 15 died

UNIT 23
1 1 B 2 B 3 A 4 A 5 B 6 A 7 A
8 B 9 A 10 A 11 B 12 B 13 A 14 B
2 1 haven't seen 2 've seen 3 've ever seen
4 've already watched 5 've never heard of
6 was 7 did he make 8 won 9 've left
10 haven't finished
3 1 Most of the workers have been/have worked here
since 1996.
2 The guest performers have all arrived.
3 We've visited the new theme park three times
so far.
4 Kay and I have known each other for twenty years.
5 The latest novel by Chris Cleave is the best he's
ever written.
Module 6

UNIT 26

1 1 will/s going to 2 definitely 3 have been
4 will/s going to 5 are going to 6 be running
7 is going to/will 8 don’t think that will
9 will probably 10 have

2 1 Let's stop playing soon – our opponents are going
to win.
2 My great-grandmother will be a hundred years
old next year.
3 I don’t think (it’s possible) that humans will ever
be able to live on the moon.
4 My parents will have been married for twenty-five
years next Saturday.
5 Come along next Monday afternoon – the band
will be practising.
6 Our proposal will certainly be successful.
7 Do you have any idea of when / what time you
will be arriving on Friday?
8 That ski is going to hit those trees.

3 1 will have celebrated
2 will soon be/are soon going to be 3 will learn
4 is going to have 5 will fall 6 will have sent
7 will be caring for 8 will help
9 will take/is going to take 10 will be using
11 will almost certainly come 12 will have been

UNIT 27

1 1 A B X, 2 A X, 4 A X, 1 B
3 A B X, 3 4 A X, 2 B

2 1 B/C 2 A 3 B/C 4 A/B 5 A/C 6 B 7 B

3 1 J E 3 L I 4 C 5 G 6 F 7 B 8 H 9 A
A ‘re having B will be broadcast
C ‘m going to complain/I’ll complain
E ‘ll be watching/m watching
F ‘ll be looking at/re looking at G ‘ll give
H ‘ll be studying/s studying 1 ‘re filming
J ‘ll be staying/I’ll stay

4 1 are coming 2 are they arriving 3 ‘m taking
4 won’t be 5 ‘ll all be 6 ‘ll be working
7 are going to send/are sending/will be sending
8 ‘ll have 9 ‘m having 10 ‘ll be picking up
11 ‘ll have to 12 ‘re meeting/I’ll meet

UNIT 28

1 1 A X B V 2 A V B X 3 A V B V
4 A V B V 5 A X B V 6 A X B X

2 1 begin 2 expect 3 should 4 is likely to
5 is sure to 6 plans to 7 will be 8 anticipate
9 intend 10 hopes to 11 guarantee to 12 due to

3 1 The peace talks are due to take place in Helsinki
on 28th–29th July.
2 That music is (so loud that it’s) bound to wake
all the neighbours.
3 Scientists in Mexico feel that they are on the
point of/verge of discovering a new bacterium.
4 Will you swear not to get into debt again
this month?
5 We anticipate (that there will be) great interest
in this offer.
Module 10

UNIT 47
1 1 C 2 B 3 A 4 B 5 B 6 C 7 A 8 B
2 1 A C 2 B 3 C 4 A B 5 B B 6 B 7 A 8 C 9 A B 10 C
3 1 We hope that the soldiers don’t experience
2 not to give big pay increases
3 is usually no different/isn’t usually any different
4 he didn’t try to repair the TV himself
5 Not many songbirds/Not a lot of songbirds
6 you get no impression of life/you don’t get any
impression of life
7 I wasn’t willing to help the children/ I was
unwilling to help the children
8 neither commonplace nor accepted
9 The estimated fee for the project was
not unreasonable
10 I don’t think that our company will be
offering aid/I think our company will not be
offering aid
11 she’s no guitarist/she’s not a good guitarist
12 isn’t especially powerful

UNIT 48
1 1 Doesn’t/Didn’t she (already) belong to it? A B
2 Aren’t you taking your holiday in that week? A B
3 Haven’t you done it yet? B C
4 Why don’t you join us? D
5 Why didn’t you tell me earlier? /
Could you have told me earlier? C
6 Oh, haven’t you bought them/ any then? B
7 Don’t you think those hair extensions look awful
on older women? A
8 Isn’t she (the one) giving the opening talk? A
2 1 incredible 2 uncovered 3 illegal
4 unusual 5 discourteous 6 impossible
7 inconvenience/disadvantage
8 disadvantage/inconvenience
9 unintelligent 10 unavailable
3 1 Hasn’t 2 hardly 3 Doesn’t 4 Why
5 isn’t 6 few 7 not 8 hardly/not
9 doesn’t/didn’t 10 unfair
4 1 Phil denied (having/having had) any
involvement in the pensions scam.
2 If no payment is forthcoming, we will be obliged
to disconnect you from the electricity supply/
disconnect your electricity supply.
3 Few (people) from the housing cooperative
showed any interest in joining the
Neighbourhood Watch scheme.
4 It’s hardly possible to understand what the
parents of seriously ill children must go through.
5 It appears that the director deliberately
misinformed the investigators.
6 It’s best to avoid topics like politics at
dinner parties.
7 Singers rarely make it as actors, but Christina
Aguilera has done so.
8 Illegible applications will be automatically
rejected.

UNIT 49
1 1 who told you
2 Which one are you going
3 Why don’t we put
4 who are you going to complain to
5 which ones/comedians did you see?
who did you see?
6 the point in/the use of
2 SEAN I’ve just joined the local wildlife trust.
GILL Is that some kind of club and is it a society?
SEAN Well, neither, really. It’s a charity. The idea is
that it protects local wildlife.
GILL What’s the point to join in joining that?
SEAN What’s the point? Honestly! What a
crazy question!
GILL Why do you think it’s crazy?
SEAN Well, we’re in danger of losing a lot of our
wildlife as the area becomes more built-up. So
we need to create safe spaces for local species.
GILL Oh, I see. And who create creates the spaces?
SEAN The people who run the charity.
GILL How much does it cost to join?
SEAN Oh, it only costs a few pounds much.
GILL To who do you pay that? Who do you pay
that to, then?
SEAN To the charity, of course.
GILL Can you visit the safe spaces they create?
SEAN Yes, we went to their main one last weekend.
GILL How was it like? How was it?
SEAN Interesting, very peaceful, just a nice, large
wooded area. In fact, they held an
introductory barbecue for new members.
GILL Who organise organised that?
SEAN The people who run the charity. It was great, a
lot of people came.
3 1 Which 2 looks 3 else 4 What 5 How
6 whom 7 What 8 Whose 9 about 10 did
4 1 Which applicant/Which of the applicants do you
think is (most) suitable?
2 How long have you been giving the cattle that
type of feed (for)?
3 Who told you about the divorce?
4 What else did you do on (the/your) holiday?
5 Could/Couldn’t you have persuaded David to
stay in the team (any longer)?
6 What’s the point in complaining about
faulty goods?
7 Which watch/Which of the watches is better for
scuba-diving?
8 For whom did the accused steal the getaway car? /
Who did the accused steal the getaway car for?
Lying in the shop doorway was an elderly man. To get to the bottom of the mystery proved impossible. So severe was the damage that the pilot couldn’t regain control.

UNIT 77
1 I C E 2 B A D 3 E 4
2 A B C D E 5 6 7 8 9
3 At this height, the light from space is not affected by interference from the Earth’s atmosphere. This makes it the most useful tool in our search for distant stars and planets. The American astronomer used his close observation of the Andromeda Galaxy to develop the theory that the universe is expanding. Only two months after it went into orbit, scientists at NASA discovered that the main mirror had become distorted and could not be used with any accuracy. The name of the solution was COSTAR (corrective optics space telescope axial replacement). The repairs were completed in January 1994 and. The repairs being completed in January 1994, the Hubble Space Telescope is now working correctly and sending its astonishing data back to Earth.

UNIT 78
1 1 D Despite being commercially successful 2 B to write a third is near impossible! 3 A The selection of Arnold Makepeace as the new Professor of Literature 4 B it’s also a gripping story. 5 D Apparently, 6 A The publication of several biographies of Princess Diana very soon after her death was 7 C customers are requested not to bring food and drink into the shop.

Module 18

UNIT 79
1 I’d like to know why it took you so long to deliver this parcel. 2 Can you tell me whether Harriet has finished the minutes of the meeting yet or not? 3 Please let me know when the new curtains for the hotel suites will be ready. 4 Does the brochure say how often the bed linen in the villas is changed/how often the bed linen is changed in the villas? 5 Do you know which metro station we should go to for the Eiffel Tower? 6 I wonder whether or not Vettel won yesterday’s race/whether Vettel won yesterday’s race or not. 1 we were 2 need we 3 will you/could you/would you 4 have you 5 were they 6 will you/can’t you 7 hasn’t it 8 can you 9 didn’t she 10 was he

410